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Abstract Seasonality is a key property of atmospheric data. Although often described and summarized,
it is frequently not displayed in a clear and compact manner due to high dimensionality of atmospheric data.
This paper presents an effective graphical method of visualizing simple seasonality features of periodic data
on large geographical areas. This method is applied to display ozone concentration seasonality.

1 Index terms

Seasonality, visualization

2 Background

In atmospheric research, ”seasonality” describes a periodic process that changes over time, but have similar
behaviour patterns over a specified period of time or ”cycle”. For example, air temperature in the Northern
Hemisphere is a periodic process with a one-year cycle. The temperature varies from day to day, but every
year it is higher during the summer than the winter. Thus we say that the air temperature in the Northern
Hemisphere displays yearly seasonality.

Seasonality of ozone concentration is vital to the study of polluted air masses. Ozone comes from at least
two origins, one a naturally produced upper layer ozone, and the other a man-generated, polluted, lower
layer ozone, each with different seasonal characteristics [??]. Measurement of the seasonal changes in the
proportion of upper and lower ozone layers can be an indirect way to monitor the extent of ozone pollution
in the atmosphere [??].

Atmospheric researchers often report the seasonality of ozone in a simplified manner, usually displaying
the time of maximum and minimum of ozone concentration. When it comes to reporting seasonality on large
geographical areas, however, no simple and compact way of summarizing seasonality has been developed.

Seasonality is typically summaried using tables, symbol diagrams [Monks ??], time series [Monks, Scheel,
Lehman ??, ??, ??], bar plots [Lindskog ??], or heat maps [Scheel, Lindskog ??, ??].

Tables and symbol diagrams are the simpliest ways to summarize the data, usually showing the month
of maximum or minimum concentration. When the data have to be summarized for many geographical
locations, tables and symbol diagrams become overloaded and difficult to read.

Time series (see figure 1) are an intuitive way of seasonality visualization, showing the data at every
season. As with tables and symbol diagrams, when they are used for many geographical locations they loose
their visualization power (see figure 2).

Heat maps can describe the data over large areas, but they provide only a snap shot of a certain time
period (one season, or one month). To show all seasons several heat maps are required.

These examples demonstrate the need for a graphical summary of seasonality suitable for numerous
geographical points and providing a global picture for all seasons.

This paper gives an effective graphical method of displaying simple seasonality features, that is, how often
a certain event happens during a certain time in a cycle. This method, usable for other periodic processes, is
specially developed to display seasonality of atmospheric variables for multiple geographical locations. This
method is further applied to describe seasonal behavior of atmospheric ozone concentration maximum.
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Figure 1: Ozone time series over Florida from January 1995 to December 2000.

Figure 2: Ozone time series over Central America from January 1995 to December 2000.
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3 Data

The data were graciously made available by NASA Langley Research Center of Atmospheric Sciences Data
Center (??). The data contain monthly averages of total column (stratospheric column or tropospheric
column) ozone during 1997 through 2004, available on a geographical grid with longitude ranging from
179.375 W to 179.375 E with 2.5-degree step, and latitude ranging from 89.5 S to 89.5 N with two-degree
step. The ozone concentration is measured in Dobson Units, where, according to ??, 300 DU corresponds
to 8.07x1022 molecules

m2 or 6.42x10−3 kg
m2 . Note that the paper does not deal with issues of reliability of the

data; this data is used purely for illustrative purposes.

4 Method

4.1 Time Series in Polar Coordinates

When time series representation is used, time is viewed as a strait line. If we view time as a spiral we can
present the data in polar coordinates. The time is an angle from polar axis and the value of the variable is a
distance from the polar origin. Such plots are sometimes called radar plots [Wilkinson ??]. Note that polar
coordinates can be used to present only positive data. Although this is not a very strict limitation, if the
data are negative and does not have infinite values, we can present the data by showing its deviation from
minimum.

Seasonal time series in polar coordinates can be represented by mapping each nth cycle on a 2π(n− 1) to
2πn angle range. Different cycles overlap with each other, but that is acceptable, since we look at seasonal
behaviour of the variable, and expect the seasonal behaviour to be similar for different cycles.

For example, for one year of monthly observations, zero angle can stand for January, π6 for February, 2π
6

for March, 3π
6 for April and so on (see figure 3). The angle coordinate of the following year January is 2π.

Figure 3 shows polar coordinate time series for ozone concentration over Florida(?) during years ????-
???? . This representation is compact enough to be used for numerious geographical locations (see figure
4).

Now let’s see what we can learn about seasonality using this representation. On figure 3 we observe
some seasonal characteristics of ozone concentration. For example, it appears that spring is the time of
ozone concentration maximum. Due to high variability of ozone concentration during spring, though, we
cannot tell this with certainty. To effectively visualize the timing of maximum I define a function, a circular
histogram of maximum.

4.2 Circular Hisrogram

The circular histogram of a maximum is a seasonal frequency of variable maximum: it shows how often
a variable maximum is observed at a certain time point during one cycle. To understand the idea of the
circular histogram we further develope the concept of time as a spiral, introduced in the previous section.

Without loss of generality, let’s assume that our time grid is even. It means that all time intervals between
any two closest observations are the same, and every cycle has the same number of observations.

We start with the definition set for the circular histogram. One cycle is one year. We map one year into
the interval [0, 2π). Every nth year is then mapped into the interval [2π(n− 1), 2πn). Given even time grid,
every time point j of an nth year is mapped into point 2π(n− 1) + jk, where k is the time interval between
two consiquent(?next to each other) observations. For monthly observations k = 2π/12.

We, further, define for each year a partial circular histogram of maximum, which is a function of maximum
frequency for a single cycle.

We, finally, combine all partial circular histograms to calculate the circular histograms of maximum.
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Figure 3: Ozone time series over Florida from January 1995 to December 2000 in polar coordinates. The
angle represents the time of the year and the radius represents the ozone concentration value.

Figure 4: Ozone time series over Central America from January 1995 to December 2000.
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Definition 1. A time spiral is a set points

Ψn,p = { 0, ..., jk, ..., (p− 1)k,
2π, ..., 2π + jk, ..., 2π + (p− 1)k,
..., ..., ..., ..., ...,
2πi, ..., 2πi+ jk, ..., 2πi+ (p− 1)k,
..., ..., ..., ..., ...,

2π(n− 1), ..., 2π(n− 1) + jk, ..., 2π(n− 1) + (p− 1)k}

(1)

where p, n ∈ N , p ≥ 2, n ≥ 1, k = 2π
p .

Definition 2. An ith partial time spiral of a time spiral Ψn,p is

Ψi = {2πi, 2πi+ k, ..., 2πi+ jk, ..., 2πi+ k(p− 1)} (2)

where i ∈ N , 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.

Definition 3. Suppose we have a function V (ψ) defined on a time spiral Ψn,p. A partial circular his-
togram for V (ψ) maximum on Ψi (ith partial time spiral) is

hi(φ) =

{
1

N of maxima if (2π(i− 1) + φ) ∈ arg maxψ∈Ψi(V (ψ))
0 otherwise

(3)

where φ ∈ Φ.

Definition 4. A time circle is a set

Φ = {0, k, 2k, ..., jk, ..., (p− 1)k} (4)

where p ∈ N , p ≥ 2, k = 2π
p .

Definition 5. A circular histogram for V (ψ) maximum on Ψn,p (a time spiral) is

H(φ) =
∑n
i=1 hi(2π(i− 1) + φ)

n
(5)

where hi(2π(i− 1) + φ) is a partial circular histogram for V (ψ) maximum on Ψi and φ ∈ Φ.

Note, circular histogram is different from a polar histogram [??]. A polar histogram shows frequencies of a
variable values, where the variable is defined on [0, 2π]. A circular histogram is a frequency of a seasonal
event defined on [0, 2π], but the variable itself may be defined on [0, 2πn].

4.3 Example

For better uderstanding the definitions let’s consider an example. Suppose we have three years of monthly
ozone concentration observations from January 2000 through December 2002. Let’s assume that during the
year 2000 ozone reaches its maximum in March and June. During the year 2001 there is only one ozone peak
in March. In year 2002 the ozone concentration peak is observed in April.

Our data has three years of monthly observations, therefore n = 3, p = 12, and k = π
6 . The time spiral

for our data will look like this

Ψ3,12 = {0, π
6 , ..., jπ

6 , ..., 11π
6 ,

2π, 2π + π
6 , ..., 2π + jπ

6 , ..., 2π + 11π
6 ,

4π, 4π + π
6 , ..., 4π + jπ

6 , ..., 4π + 11π
6 }

(6)

The partial time spiral is

Ψi = {2πi, 2πi+ π

6
, ..., 2πi+

jπ

6
, ..., 2πi+

11π
6
} (7)
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where i ∈ {0, 1, 2}.
The time circle is

Φ = {0, π
6
,
2π
6
,
3π
6
,
4π
6
,
5π
6
,
6π
6
,
7π
6
,
8π
6
,
9π
6
,
10π
6
,
11π
6
} (8)

The partial circular histograms of maximum are

h2000(φ) =

{
1
2 φ ∈ { 2π

6 ,
5π
6 }

0 otherwise
(9)

h2001(φ) =

{
1 φ = 2π

6

0 otherwise
(10)

h2002(φ) =

{
1 φ = 3π

6

0 otherwise
(11)

The resulting circular histogram of maximum is

H(φ) =


1
2 φ = 2π

6
1
3 φ = 3π

6
1
6 φ = 5π

6

0 otherwise

(12)

The circular histogram (12) is visualized on figure 5, where the length of the cone axis is proportional to
the value of the function, and the angle of the cone axis is a month of the year. The colors are introduced to
highlight areas with similar seasonality when seasonality is displayed for numerous georgraphical locations
(see color legend on figure 6).

4.4 Results

Figure 7 shows ozone concentration maximum summary using circular histogram over the area of Central
America and Africa. Areas with similar maximum frequecy pattern are easily distinguished. We learn from
the figure that the maximum frequency pattern changes from early-mid spring in the Northern Hemisphere
to early-mid fall in the Southern Hemisphere. We also notice that the lattitude is not the factor defining
seasonality pattern. (...Develop this thought, compare the results to findings in the atmpospheric research...)

5 Method of Visualizing Change in Seasonality

As mentioned before, ozone from different origins(natural or produced as a result of man activity) have
different patterns of seasonality. Based on this knowledge Carslaw [??] investigated changes in the poluted
air masses by measuring changes in ozone seasonality at a single geographical location.

Using circular histogram approach it is possible to measure and view changes in seasonality over the
globe. Suppose the period of interest is y1, y2, ..., yn−1, yn, and we want to see the difference in seasonality
during years y1, y2, ..., yi compared to the period of years yj , ..., yn−1, yn, where i < j. For both periods we
calulate the circular histograms hy1−yi(φ) and hyj−yn(φ) and compare them. One way of comparing them
is to look at the absolute difference of two circular histograms(13).

∆h =
∑
φ∈Φ

|hyj ,...,yn(φ)− hyi,...,yi(φ)| (13)

This method is illustrated on figure 8. The size of the sqare is proportional to the size of the sum of
absolute differences between two circular histograms. The red color denote areas with the largest possible
∆h(φ) = 2. This approach shows the magnitude of the seasonal pattern change. It does not show, however,
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Figure 5: Visualization of function (12). The angles and colors denote months; the length of the cone is
proportional to the value of circular histograms H(φ).
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Figure 6: Color Legend for circular histograms. Spring is green, summer is red, fall is purple, winter is blue
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Figure 7: Circular histogram for ozone maximum over the globe. Ozone maximum for years 1997-2004 over
the area of (Lat.?a nd long?)

toward what season the maximum shifts. In order to take a seasonality shift into account we can compare
two histograms by substructing one circular histograms from the other circular histograms for each month.

∆h(φ) = hyj ,...,yn(φ)− hyi,...,yi(φ) (14)

Figure 13 shows such seasonality change visualization. The length of the cone shows how the magnitude of
the difference between maximum frequecies. Red color means that maximum happens less often, blue color
shows an increase in frequency of maximum occurence. (Make a legend for this thing) (see fig. 9)

6 Conclusion

The method gives a global picture of seasonality and seasonality change, which traditional visual summaries
fail to achive. It can be applied to other periodic data. Since circular histograms quantifies the maximum
timing, besides visualization, it can also be used to model seasonality. ...Write more here...

7 Acknowledgments

(under construction)
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Figure 8: An absolute change in circular histograms of ozone maximum, time ?, lat.,long. ?

Figure 9: A change in circular histograms of ozone maximum, time ?, lat.,long. ?
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